Crosstalk-aware spectrum defragmentation by re-provisioning advance reservation requests in space division multiplexing enabled elastic optical networks with multi-core fiber.
Space division multiplexing enabled elastic optical networks (SDM-EONs) with multi-core fiber (MCF) have become a promising candidate for future optical transport networks, due to their high capacity and flexibility. Meanwhile, driven by the development of cloud computing and data centers, more types of requests are allowed in the networks, i.e., the usual immediate reservation (IR) requests, which need to be served immediately, and advance reservation (AR) requests, which support initial-delay tolerance services. However, with the introduction of AR requests, spectrum fragments occur frequently in both spatial and time dimension as lightpaths are set up and torn down, and the issue of spectrum fragmentation could be much more serious in SDM-EONs than in simple EONs. To measure fragments status in both spatial and time dimension in SDM-EONs, we first design a metric, i.e., time-dimensional spectrum compactness (TSC). Then, based on TSC, we propose a crosstalk-aware AR requests re-provisioning algorithm with two strategies to optimize the fragments in SDM-EONs. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated via software simulation in terms of spectrum compactness, blocking probability, spectrum utilization, average moving times, average re-provisioning latency and average start time delay. The results show that the proposed re-provisioning algorithm can effectively improve spectrum compactness and spectrum efficiency of the networks. We also evaluate the proposed re-provisioning algorithm in different TSC thresholds, and it turns out that the proposed re-provisioning algorithm in higher threshold performs better in terms of spectrum compactness and spectrum utilization.